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The science
of motivation
Why we
don’t know
what motivates
us best
by Tim Houlihan
Sales manager:
I’d like to know what
rewards the reps would
like for our next incentive.
Sales rep:
Cash! I’ve got bills to pay!
Sales manager:
Sounds good. Thanks
for the input.
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You may be a seasoned sales manager, fatigued by trying
to come up with innovative ways to motivate your reps. Or you
might be new to sales management and you want to be the cool
leader by collaborating with your new reports. Or maybe you
think that incentives have run their course and it’s time to drop
them altogether. Whatever your situation, like most sales
managers, you’ll likely end up asking your reps what would
motivate them for the next sales contest.
Don’t do it.
If you’re thinking of asking your reps what will make the best
prize in the incentive program, stop. They can’t tell you because
they don’t know. Here’s why and what you can do about it.

Are incentives obsolete?
A recent Harvard Business Review article1 noted that it’s time
to move past incentives for sales reps because the way sales are
made has changed. This is more pronounced in some industries,
such as pharmaceuticals, where regulations impact how much
influence a rep has over the writing of prescriptions. However,
even with change, most sales jobs still rely on a relationship
with the customer to influence the outcome. It’s unlikely that
the job of selling will go away anytime soon and neither will
incentives.
In the years since Dan Pink released his book “Drive,” some
have struggled to apply Pink’s formula of autonomy, mastery
and purpose to their sales reps. As much as many wanted to
believe in it, that model offered a thin promise ill-fitted for the
grind of making sales calls to people who didn’t want to see or
hear from a sales rep. The reality is that sales reps and their
employers alike benefit from incentives — short-term initiatives
coupled with unique awards to drive incremental results.
This leads to a common question: if incentives for sales reps
are still a viable way to impact your business, wouldn’t the best
incentive be the one that the reps conceive of themselves?
Why not just ask the reps to tell sales management what reward
would motivate them the most?
It’s not a good idea because they can’t.

We don’t know what we don’t know
Imagine you’re living in Seattle in 1971 and you’re asked to join
a focus group. A facilitator stands in front of you and lays out
the design for a new business and asks for your opinion. You’re
told the new business will sell coffee in retail stores that you
have to drive to. Once you’ve parked your car, you’ll need to
stand in line for a few minutes because it will be so busy. And
you’ll notice the coffee is extraordinarily expensive. Brewing
your coffee at home, which was the norm in 1971, costs (in 2017
dollars) about $0.08/cup 2 and this new coffee will cost a
minimum of $2.10/cup. (If you’re quick with math, you’ll see
that over 30 years of drinking one cup per day, you’ll spend
$23,000 on this coffee.) What do you think — will this new
business be a success?

Starbucks now has nearly 25,000 stores worldwide and
they’re still growing. There’s nothing rational about our love
affair with Starbucks coffee, but people all around the globe
have fallen, and fallen hard. Why? Because from the beginning,
Starbucks has offered an experience worth valuing. It’s unlikely
that anyone in that imaginary focus group in 1971 would have
endorsed such an idea — because it just wasn’t rational and
therefore nearly impossible to consider the happiness that it
could bring to hundreds of millions of coffee drinkers.
To put a finer point on not knowing what will make us happy,
college freshman at the University of Virginia were randomly
assigned3 into two dormitories. The first group would occupy
a charming, clean and new building with lots of amenities. The
second group was assigned to a dilapidated, tired dorm with
virtually no amenities. After receiving their assignment,
students in both situations were asked to anticipate their level
of happiness with their living conditions. As expected, those
assigned to the crappy old dorm were unhappy and expected
they’d have a terrible time. Those assigned to the posh space
expected to have a great time during college. Three years later,
these same students were asked about their experience and
both groups responded with the same level of satisfaction:
a lot better than expected for the students in the shoddy dorm
and a little worse for the students in the new, cool dorm. If
they’d all had a choice, it’s likely they all would have chosen the
nicer surroundings, but as it turned out, their happiness was
about equal.
It’s difficult for us to forecast what will make us happy in the
future — and yet we mistakenly believe we can identify it.
When we’re given a choice between something we think we’ll
love and something that seems like the rational option, we tend
to go with the rational option — because we think we ought to
be rational. For instance, when shown two types of chocolates —
beautiful heart-shaped chocolates priced at 50 cents and
cockroach-shaped chocolates priced at $2 — people said they
would enjoy the heart-shaped chocolates more. A lot more. But
when told they could take one with them as they left the room,
most of them picked up the cockroach-shaped chocolate 4. Once
given the choice, their rational brain kicked in thinking the
cockroach must be better because it costs more, even though
they said they would enjoy eating the pretty heart-shaped
chocolate more. It’s human nature to choose something that
doesn’t align with our desires.

But what about real sales reps?
Scott Jeffrey, PhD, was in graduate school at the University of
Chicago when he decided to figure out how academic studies
applied to real sales reps in the field. He began a lifelong
journey of studying reps’ behaviors in real working conditions.
In 2011, he studied inside sales reps at a North American
financial institution and found that they thought more about
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non-monetary rewards (prizes that didn’t have explicit cash
values, such as experiences) than cash rewards. Further, he
found that reps who earned non-monetary rewards performed
better than those who earned cash. What seems like a small
thing at first is an important aspect of motivation. Academics
call it salience, or something that is particularly noticeable. We
spend time daydreaming about things that are important to
us — like upcoming vacations with friends and family.
While we may sometimes get pre-occupied with paying
bills, we never frame paying the bills as a reward. The salience
of the reward is critical to motivation and because we think
about non-monetary prizes more, they have the greater
motivational effect.
In another study, Jeffrey asked sales reps what rewards
or incentives they preferred5. He offered two rewards for
consideration: (A) $5,000 in cash or (B) a trip to Hawaii (of
equal value to the cash). Then he asked two different questions
of them:
Which reward would you prefer: the cash or the trip to
Hawaii?
How much effort would you put into earning each award?
Not surprisingly, all the reps indicated their preference for
cash. And the logic around preference is undeniable: if you
earned the cash, you could use it for anything you wanted —
even a trip to Hawaii, if that was your pleasure.

The second question revealed their true motivation: reps
indicated they would exert much more effort to earn the trip
to Hawaii than the cash.
So why would the reps be disconnected on their reward
preference and their effort for each award? Jeffrey asked more
questions to understand this apparent contradiction and it boils
down to these key takeaways:
• Justifiability: Reps won’t have to justify spending their
own money on the trip to Hawaii. There will be no regrets
and no family fights over what to spend the cash on.
• Sociability: Reps can easily talk about going to Hawaii
and how they earned the trip with their coworkers, family
and friends for years to come, but they won’t be able to do
that with the cash. Hawaii is a reward they’ll remember
forever.
• Separability: Reps can think of the trip to Hawaii as a
unique experience. It won’t get mixed into the things they
would do with cash earnings.
Researchers across the world have used the same approach
with other groups to replicate the results. The findings are
robust and indicate that this condition of not choosing the best
rewards for our motivation is evident across a wide variety of
income levels and job titles. In other words, part of the human
condition includes the inability to identify what will make us
happy and therefore what motivates us.

Application is the key

The less you focus on the
monetary aspects of the reward,
the better off you’ll be.
38
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Everything you offer to reps as a prize will have a price tag
associated with it, but there is a motivational difference
between offering “a $5,000 trip to Hawaii” and “a trip to
Hawaii.” The less you focus on the monetary aspects of the
reward, the better off you’ll be. The best way to promote
the trip to Hawaii, for instance, is to focus on the destination,
the names of the beaches, the hotel where the winner(s) will
stay, pictures of the luau and other events they might attend,
etc. When you tee up the trip as “a $5,000 trip to Hawaii,” it
becomes a deal which is negotiable and we tend to analyze
the value of each element of the trip. That works against the
ultimate value of the trip as a motivator and incentive — it
reduces salience. Keep as far away from the dollar sign as
you can.
Rewards themselves can vary, but the most motivational
incentives are experiential. At the top of the list of what
motivates is travel. If your budget doesn’t allow for travel, that’s
OK: focus on local experiences such as hot air balloon rides,
golf outings at exclusive courses, all-expenses-paid spa day,
etc. Experiences — and the more personal the better — create
delightful memories and are the seeds of great motivation.
Using merchandise as a reward can be powerful too — just
keep the dollar sign out of it. Rewarding reps with a luxury
continued on page 41
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Understanding the behavioral
science of effective recognition
Personalization – Who does
the recognizing and how
personalized or public that
recognition is can have an
impact on the employee’s
emotional response and
ultimately the employee’s
productivity. One employee
may value and appreciate
public recognition while
another might respond more
favorably to private
acknowledgement from an
esteemed colleague.

The Incentive Research
Foundation (theirf.org),
released a white paper,
“Using Behavioral Economics
Insights in Incentives,
Rewards and Recognition.”
Among other things, the
paper discussed the role that
an employee's age, income
and family status all play into
how strong an impact a
particular reward has on that
employee. For a truly effective
incentive campaign, incentive,
recognition and reward (IRR)
professionals should also
give careful consideration to
these subtle, yet extremely
consequential variables:
Ease of selection –
Incentive programs should
focus on using nudges
(subtle incentive tools/
practices) to make the reward system
user-friendly and to maximize the
program’s emotional impact. Emotionally
compelling rewards hit the mind harder,
are remembered longer, produce
quantifiably better results from
employees, and influence the internal
brand the most.
Reward type – IRR programs
should offer material items and formal
recognition more frequently while using
intense experiential rewards more
sparingly. Experiential rewards (e.g.,
a tropical getaway or box seats at a
premiere sporting event) and material
rewards such as plaques each have
their own unique value as reward
types and should be used in strategic
combination to complement each other.
One type tends to deliver more intense
happiness, while the other serves as a
more permanent reminder of
appreciation.
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Motivation type – Reward a topperforming team as opposed to using
a system in which members of a team
all compete against each other for a
single reward. In today’s workplace,
cooperative incentives are more
effective and valuable than competitive
incentives. Emotional pressures cause
people to do things they don’t really
want to do; but it doesn’t cause them
to do those things well.
Don’t underestimate the value of
rewards that reinforce internal
motivation. Intrinsic rewards increase
the recipient’s self-esteem by
establishing or affirming a sense of
purpose, fueling a desire to live up to
expectations of peers and social norms,
or helping the recipient master new
skills. Intrinsic rewards create a longlasting desire to perform well. For
instance, simply celebrating rewardearners publicly by listing their names
has measurable, favorable effects on
productivity.

Desired impact – Ideally,
every incentive and reward
program will align to purpose
and meaning in some way. If
employees believe in the
company and its purpose,
freely invest in the company,
trust their leaders, and develop
caring relationships with the
people they work with, then the
employer becomes an asset in the
employees’ ledgers that they will
instinctively protect. In this situation,
the employee feels like an owner as
opposed to a renter and will act
accordingly.
Rewards programs that prove you truly
care about your employees are the most
effective ones. This last insight from the
paper ironically draws upon a principle
of traditional economics — nothing
ventured, nothing gained. Many of these
recommended practices for designing a
rewards system based on behavioral
economics require employers to actually
care about their people — something
that can’t be faked. Pulling off
emotionally meaningful rewards, in other
words, may require a cultural change
and a mind-set change on the part of
the board, executives and managers.
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watch creates a tangible connection to memories of their effort
and their win when they share the story with friends and
family. It also becomes a valued symbol that reminds them of
their success when they glance at their watch for the time. Big
screen televisions, home audio systems, fancy coffee makers...
all of these “non-monetary” incentives can be highly
motivational if promoted properly.
The key to promoting non-monetary awards is keeping the
dollar sign out of the discussion. Why? Again, because as soon
as money enters the picture, it changes the conversation and
dilutes the motivational power of the reward.

Don’t ask, don’t tell
Our preferences don’t always line up with our decisions to act.
This is difficult to see in our own lives because our brains so
quickly rationalize behaviors that are out of sync with our
preferences, and usually change the way we understand our
preferences. We see this with the fox in Aesop’s fable. His initial
instinct was to pursue the sweet grapes as a delicious treat, but
when he found them unobtainable he quickly decided they
were sour and undesirable. Sales reps are no different.

While the nature of selling may be changing, there is still a
healthy need for sales reps to build relationships with
customers and to focus on corporate revenue targets. Regulated
industries may be seeing a change in the effect sales reps have
on the sale, but most industries are still in need of good sales
reps who achieve their numbers.
If you’re caught up in the cycle of constantly using cash as
an incentive, because “that’s what my reps want,” then it’s time
to take a break. Try something different. Change it up and
measure the effects. You’ll be glad you did.
1
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The heart of reward
BY TIM HOULIHAN

In the cover story for this issue, I attempt to quash the myth that
cash is the best motivator. However, the article still focuses on
extrinsic rewards. What about intrinsic motivation?
Intrinsic motivation is the natural, inherent drive to seek out
challenges that relate to cognitive and social development. It is
not nirvana, as Daniel Pink claims in his book “Drive.” His
deconstruction of self-determination theory as an “intrinsic is the
only way” story is wrong. It’s not that simple and we need both.
Extrinsic can be the spark to light the intrinsic fuse. Marathon
runners are often cited for their intrinsic motivation, but even
runners like recognition at the end of 26.2 grueling miles. The
Twin Cities Marathon saw 58 degrees and constant rain this year.
Intrinsic may have gotten runners through training, but many would
have ditched it if it weren’t for the T-shirt and medal at the
finish line.
For me, it’s music: writing, recording and performing music. In
2016, music cost me $11,000 more than I earned. (I’ll lose less
this year.) Anglers could easily spend $11,000 on fishing permits,
upgrades to gear, new clothing, transportation, lodging, beer, etc.
I argue that my passion is as legitimate as the angler’s and it
comes in three parts.

Part 1: Write a good song
I started writing at age 13. I went to school on songwriting by
listening to great songwriters like Chopin, Sergio Mendez, Bob
Dylan, Joni Mitchell, Cole Porter, Stephen Stills. They were my
teachers, and I was a slow but determined student. My intrinsic
motivation built a subconscious song-writing machine in my brain,
and it is frequently working on the next song with the persistence
of a drippy faucet.
Then I went to school on songwriting in workshops. Coaching
from good songwriters, regardless of their success, has been
invaluable. I paid attention and my songs got better. I’ve even
collaborated to write a song in a tiny Nashville apartment on a
rainy day in April. That was cool. But writing isn’t enough.

Part 2: Record it
If I am going to “put myself out there,” I need to record the songs.
I’ve recorded six CDs since 1999, some in my basement. As the
songs improved, so did the recording studios. It’s important to
respect the work. It may sound like ego, but intrinsic motivation is
passion and passion is connected to ego. I love the studio for its
own creative rewards and you can find my recordings on iTunes
or Spotify.

Part 3: Perform it.
I’ve performed a lot: living rooms, churches, hotels, bars, street
corners, skyways, concert halls, showcases and open mics. I’ve
performed in Spain, Portugal, Ireland...I’ve toured the U.S. I’ve
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traveled to Nashville to play the coveted Bluebird Café.
A good song that is received well is the ultimate hug
and I love it.

Can intrinsic motivation have goals?
People ask me if I want to write a hit song. Hell yes!
I keep trying, but that’s not my goal. My goal is to
write a good song, one that is “thoroughly written,”
as songwriter David Wilcox says.
I keep following my passion. Intrinsic motivation is the
drive to stay on the journey, not the end. I encourage
you to bring your intrinsic motivation forward in your life.
Final note: In the wake of Tom Petty’s recent passing,
it’s fitting that he closes. During his last recorded
interview, with Los Angeles Times writer Randy Lewis
just a few days before he died of cardiac arrest, Petty
spoke to the power of intrinsic motivation: “I was born
with it, I just love it…I’d be doing it anyway.” That’s
intrinsic motivation. That’s the heart of reward.

PHOTO: STAN WALDHAUSER
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Data analytics can catapult your
middle sales performers to the top
BY STEVE PRESTON, CMO, QSTREAM

The performance of an average sales team generally maps
to the 20/60/20 rule, where 20 percent of the sales team
are top performers; 60 percent reside in the middle and
consistently fall shy of quota; and another 20 percent
dramatically underperform and remain at risk. For most
organizations, the temptation to focus on maximizing the
performance of top performers is strong. After all, they bring
in the majority of revenue. But in reality, focusing on improving
the performance of the middle 60 percent provides the
biggest impact to the bottom line. In fact, studies show that
achieving even a 5 percent performance gain from the core
60 percent of middle performers can yield over 70 percent
more revenue.

An objective view of a team’s capabilities gives
organizations a richer understanding of what each sales
rep is prepared to bring to every customer interaction – and,
ultimately, if they’re capable of reaching their goals. Datadriven insights allow organizations to quickly identify where
reps’ skills lie in relation to defined competencies, changing
how sales organizations operate. Managers can easily
pinpoint their reps’ strengths and weaknesses and then take
timely steps to change their behaviors – and drive more sales.

Measure coaching effectiveness

It’s impossible to advance the skill sets of reps “in the middle”
without effective coaching. Managers surveyed by the Sales
Management Association (SMA) rated coaching as a top
priority based on its impact on sales
effectiveness, ranking it higher than lead
generation, compensation and sales
methodology. But with managers frequently
responsible for large, distributed sales teams
Low
and facing the urgent need to meet forecast,
Top performers
performers
it’s not surprising that many end up coaching
stay just ahead
self-select
of the pack
to a specific deal versus coaching to
out
The MIDDLE
competencies. And there’s also the issue that
shifts and team
many managers were promoted on the merits
performance
of their sales record, not their management
improves
experience, so many lack coaching know-how.
A SiriusDecisions study last year showed that
only 6 percent of sales managers were ready
to coach and mentor new hires. Fortunately,
But it takes more than automating processes to unlock
data-driven insights can shed light on which reps need
the potential of the “middle.” Sales organizations need to
coaching and on what topics. These insights, along with tools
successfully assess and coach their reps so they are
like video-based coaching, allow managers to optimize their
equipped to reach their goals faster. Moving the middle
1:1 time with sales reps and measure their progress.
requires sales enablement to focus on the human side of
Align sales enablement with pipeline
sales performance. Here are three important steps to take:
With baseline competencies in hand and an understanding of
Gather sales capabilities data
where skill gaps lie, sales enablement can conduct targeted
It’s alarming to know that more than one-third of reps –
training to reps, measure the progress made and provide
even those with significant marketing and product
sales leadership with a clear indication of how their efforts
training – show up to sales calls unable to apply their
impact revenue.
knowledge and skills to the particular situation at hand.
With a focus on driving rep behavior forward with dataEven more concerning, many organizations aren’t able to
driven insights, companies can adaptively and predictively
determine which reps on their team are unprepared.
influence the future performance of the middle 60 percent of
Metrics typically used to determine business growth,
salespeople and make a true impact on revenue.
including activity levels, quota attainment and win rates, are
rearview data: once reported, it’s too late to act on them.
Steve Preston is chief marketing officer at Qstream, a sales
While analyzing the past has its place, understanding the
capabilities platform that combines performance analytics,
current capabilities of salespeople is critical to driving future
coaching optimization and knowledge reinforcement in a
sales and revenue.
powerfully simple mobile enterprise solution.
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Happy sales reps hit and exceed quotas
As parents, our overarching ambition is for our children
to be happy as they grow up. We support, guide and
teach our children in a number of ways so they grow
more confident in doing the activities that make
them happy.
The best sales leaders are as diligent as parents in
learning what makes their salespeople happy., says Joe
Micallef, a sales strategist and coach (growupsales.com).
Even though what makes your salespeople happy will
vary from person to person, gathering this vital bit of
information will underpin your sales success for the
next year.
“Many sales leaders wrongly assume that the primary
driver of their salepeople’s happiness is greater
commission and income. Sure, financial rewards enable
us to afford a better quality of life that contributes to our
happiness. But income, like greater sales results, is
simply an output from being happy,” Micallef says. “For
salespeople to grow within an organization and to grow
results (i.e. grow up) what they are seeking to make

Join Sales & Marketing
Management magazine’s
online community

them truly happy is support, guidance and teachings through the
sales process.”
Happiness begets confidence, and Micallef says you can
improve your salespeople’s confidence by creating defined and
focused sales plans and by consistently developing their
behaviors, skills and beliefs. “Help them positively overcome any
concerns and anxiety so that they can confidently – and more
happily – pursue sales opportunities and convert deals. Of
course, as they happily achieve more sales by
confidently executing the right
activities with greater skills
and confidence, you will
soon discover the other
outputs that contribute
to their happiness –
promotion, autonomy,
customer satisfaction,
ease of job, goal
achievement and yes…
financial rewards.”
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